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MUSIC c 	 john Adon 
(.ontrapunctus 1/3.5. Bach 
(ontrapunctus 1X /J.S. Bach 
Overture to Cadmus et Hermione I Jean Baptiste Lully 
Three Pieces I Johann Pezel 
Quintet / Victor Ewald 
Concerto / Vivaldi. Bach 
Canzona on a French Theme / Samuel Scheidt 
Amcnuan Brass Band Journal / 6.WE. Fried rich 
PROCESSIONAL l'omp and (,irt..unlstanLc / ftJwaid Elgor 
lildegard R. Hendrickson, PhD / Grand Marshal 
V . 
suIn G. Weihrich. PhD / Mace &arer 
IMron Cumberland. PhD / Assistant Marsha! 
P.W[CtLe Kidder. PhD lAssistant Marsha! 
- 	 •-- David W. Madsen, PhD / Assistant Marsha! 
TTS Jane Daniel B. Matlock. PhD / Assistant Marshal \V Peirson PhD / flcuctunt .\lo, 
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BENEDICTION 
RECESSIONAL 
0 	 DEAR GRADUATEbF 1998 
On this Commencement Day in the 106th year in the history of Seattle University. I want to 
express my congratulations to each of you. Your graduation has a special meaning for me because 
this is the first time as president of Seattle University that I have the privilege of conferring 
degrees. It is a joyful day for me and I am proud of you. Join with me 
in thanking all of those who have helped and supported you in the 
attainment that this day represents. These parents, families, friends, 
teachers, mentors, and special people for you should share in the 
congratulations you receive. I am sure that none of you walks alone 
across the stage today to receive your degree. You are accompanied 
by so many others who have helped to make possible this joyful 
occasion. With you I thank them. I like to say that only the graduates 
of Seattle University really know whether or not we are fulfilling the 
educational mission of the university. The fulfillment of our mission 
can only be shown in who you become and in what you do. It is a 
uussion that is proven most of all in the years after graduation. Your 
lives will show whether together we were successful in educating for values, preparing for service, 
developing professional and life-long skills, and helping you grow as the persons you are and with 
your gifts. Please continue to consider Seattle University your home. Stay in touch; come back 
frequently to tell us of your experience; help us to carry out our mission. Above all thank you, 
each one of you, for all that you have done and given to make Seattle University—now your 
"Alma Mater"— the kind of learning community it is. 
Thanks, and know my prayers for you this day and in the years ahead. 
Sincerely, 
rA—Aer 
A4-1- Stephen 'V. Sundborg, Si, President 
About Seattle University 
fl 
From humble beginnings 107 yeats ago. Seattle L niversity ha, 
more than 5,500 students enrolled in 45 undergraduate and 31 graduate 
programs, including a doctoral program in educational leadership. 
The 46-acre campus on Seattle's First Hill has the atmosphere of a 
small college Teaching is the faculty's priority at Seattle University. Low 
student-to-faculty ratios and caring attitudes ensure that faculty members 
are readily available to student.s.As an institution of higher learning. 
Seattle University's objective and purpose include the discussion, 
interpretation, and transmission of knowledge, ideas, and values. 
Under the ausptces of the Society of Jesus, Seattle University 
supports Christian ideals and values It affirms the belief in the unity 
and totality of all human knowledge, whether experiential, speculative, 
or divinely revealed. As a community inspired with the Spirit of Christ, 
the campus atmosphere enl.eiurages the ck'velopment Of an unbiased,  
liberated, and enlightened intelligence in its latuity and student bc,d\ 
One of 28 Jesuit colleges in the United States, Seattle University 
offers a broadly based academic program, including a strong liberal 
arts core curriculum that prepares students for community service 
and personal fulfillment, as well as professional success. 
One of Seattle University's marks of distinction is the nations litsi 
graduate program in software engineering. The university is also kii\c ii 
for innovative undergraduate programs, such as the nations fii'si 
addiction studies program and the first undeigr.idu.ite 'rc'gralii iii 
environmental engineering in the Northwesi 
The true measure of the university's excelieiicc 11 the suc.cs 
of our graduates. Seattle University's alumni includes distinguisheil 
individuals in business, public afknr'.. ed U. at ion. the len ill liii hg 
arts athletics, and other fields. 
The History of the Graduation Cap and Gown 
American academic costume (also referred to as academic 'dress or 
"regalia") had its origins in the ancient European universities. Apparently, 
it was devised to distinguish academic persons, such as doctors, licentiates, 
masters, and bachelors from other parts of the population. Gowns 
probably were a necessity because of unheated buildings, and hoods were 
needed to cover the heads of medieval scholars. Most universities issued 
strict regulations concerning the design and use of academic dress. 
As they were founded, American colleges and universities inevitably 
adopted the gown, hood, and cap from their European antecedents. 
Although some common standards and practices were observed, no 
uniform code or system existed until late in the 19th century. 
The principal features of academic dress are three: the gown, the cap. 
and the hood. The flowing gown comes from the 12th century It has 
become symbolic of the democracy of scholarship, for it completely covers 
any dress of rank or social standing underneath. It is black for all degrees, 
with pointed sleeves for the bachelor's degree; long, dosed sleeves for the 
master's degree, and round, open sleeves for the doctorate degree The 
gown worn br the bachelors or masters degree has no trimmings 
The gown for the doctoral degree is faced down the front with velvet 
and has three bars of velvet across the sleeves in the color distinctive 
of the faculty or discipline to which the degree pertains 
The wearing of the cap was a privilege won by freed slaves in ancient 
Rome, and so the academic cap is a sign of the freedom of scholarship 
and the responsibility and dignity with which scholarship endows the 
wearer. Old poetry records the cap of scholarship as square to symbolize 
the book, although some authorities claim that the mortar board or cap is 
a symbol of the masons, a privileged guild. The color of the tassel on the 
cap denotes the discipline. 
heraldically the hood is an thvened shield with one or more chen'. 
of a secondary color on the ground of the primary color of the college The 
color of the lacing of the hood denotes the discipline represented by the 
degree; the color of the lining of the hood designates the university imiti which 
the degree was granted. The length of the hood varies by academic degiec I ic 
hood for the doctoral degree is the only one with panels at the sides . 
HONORARFCTFF S 
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Dorothy M. Laigo-Cordova and Frederic A. Pilar Cordova, your lives 
as parents, teachers, historians, and community servants embody the 
characteristic values of your Catholic faith and of Jesuit education. 
You met at Seattle University, where you majored in sociology. 
In 1957 you were the co-founders of Filipino Youth Activities of 
Seattle, Inc. (FYA), the nation's oldest youth agency devoted to serving 
Filipino American youth and their families. 
You were the foundation of the Filipino American National Historical 
Society in 1984. Dorothy, as founder, you have served as volunteer 
executive director since 1984. Fred, you have served as president until 
1988. Today, the society has 19 chapters throughout the country. 
In 1983 Fred authored what is described as the first substantial 
history of Filipinos in America, Filipinos: Forgotten Asian Americans. In the 
same year, Dorothy received the Aspasis Phoutrides Pulakis Award from 
the Ethnic Heritage Council of the Pacific Northwest. 
You received the Youth Leader of the Year Award in 1987 for 
bcing a positive influence to more than 20.000 young people who 
di eovcrcd I ht'nisclvt-s in FY.\ .i. ivi lies. in luding I lie award -winii i ng 
Khordobah Drill Team and the Cabataan Folk Dancers. 
You were the recipients of the prestigious Nordstrom Community 
Service Award in 1994, honoring your commitment to bringing together 
people from all backgrounds and cultures, and service to the community. 
You have also served Seattle University in various capacities. Dorothy 
served as a regent from 1980 until 1991 and was a supporter of minority 
scholarships for the university's 21st Century Campaign. Early in his 
career Fred returned to campus to serve as director of public information. 
You have eight children and 15 grandchildren. In a Seattle 
Post -1 ntelligencer story more than 30 years ago, you cited working as 
a team, compromise, and reflection high on your list of what it takes 
to make a marriage work. 
Your commitment to educating all peoples about Filipino American 
history and to sustaining the Filipino community itself is unparalleled. 
Therefore, in recognition of your dedication to family, your 
community, and to your alma mater, upon you, Dorothy M. Laigo-
Cordova and Frederic A. Pilar Cordova, Seattle University proudly 
con Irs i he degree of do. I or ol humanities. honuris causa 
:ici IVi. i VVV di 
David M. Irwin. for 30 years you have provided educational choices 
for students in Washington state through your efforts to secure federal 
and state student aid for those seeking degrees at private institutions. 
A graduate of Seattle University's class of 1962, you served as student 
body president. You were the university's alumni director before assuming 
a position with the Washington Friends of Higher Education (WFHE) in 
1967. You became president of WFHE, an association of independent 
colleges and universities, in 1972. 
In 1968, the support to help needy students attend independent colleges 
consisied of a need grant appropriation of$l20,000 and very few federal 
dollars. Today, thanks to your leadership the state budget for such students 
stands at $12.5 million, and federal funds have risen to $156 million 
You have worked tirelessly to enable institutions like Seattle 
University to flourish. You were one of the founders of the National 
Association of Independent Colleges and Universities (NAICU). 
Ycru served on both l\LAlC1..is executive and membership committees 
while serving as a member of its board of trustees. 
You also developed legislation for the Washington State Need 
Grant Program, the state Work-Study Program, and the Washington 
Higher Education Facilities Authority, through which $232 million 
in tax-exempt bonds have been issued on behalf of Washington's 
independent colleges and universities. 
Your appointment by the President Pro-Tem of the United States 
Senate to the National Commission on Student Financial Assistance is 
but one indicator of your impact in higher education. 
You have devoted your career to making higher education available 
to those who might otherwise be unable to attend an independent college. 
Therefore, in recognition of your tireless energy and leadership, 
your enthusiasm and excitement at the growth of financial aid for 
Washington's private college students, and your service to your alma 
mater, upon you. David M. Irwin, Seattle University proudly confers the 




August Wilson, your insightful, probing, and fully imagined portraits 
of Black America have distinguished you as one of Anienca most 
distinguished playwrights. 
You became involved in theater in the late 1960s 
  as a co-founder of 
Black Horizons, a community theater in your home town, Pittsburgh. 
Your first play to be produced was Black Bart and the Secret Hills, a satirical 
western. Later, you produced a series of plays exploring the heritage and 
experience of African-Americans over the course of the 20th century. 
You produced/directed The Piano Lesson in 1986 and Fences in 
1987, receiving Pulitzer Prizes for those productions. You also 
authored the highly acclaimed plays Two Trains Running, Joe Turner's 
Come and Gone, and Ma Rainey's Black Bottom. 
You have received five New York Drama Critics Circle Best Play Awards, 
two Drama Desk Awards, and a Tony Award. The Seattk Rep has produced 
four of your plays since 1985, including your latest Seven Guitars. 
You have been compared to such playwrights as Tennessee 
Williams and Arthur Miller. "Wilson's work reflects a meticulous 
weaving of bits and pieces of the African American experience into a 
theatrical quilt that displays the struggles and successes of blacks in 
America," wrote one critic. Another descnbes your words as a "rich, 
casually revealing language." 
You have been called a chronicler of history and a conduit voice 
for sleepless souls. No other writer, with the exception of Neil Simon 
has realized the amount of success you have achieved. 
While your work in the theater and on college and university 
campuses often takes you away from the Pacific Northwest, you have 
adopted the city of Seattle as your home. Therefore, in recognition of 
your accomplishments as the consummate storyteller, playwright, and 
educator, upon you, August Wilson, Seattle University proudly confers 




PRESIDENT'S AWARD Awarded to the graduating senior who has 
David Brent Flynn maintained the highest scholarship 
BABA, Albers School of throughout four years. A symbol of 
Business and Economics outstanding achievement. 
Doctor of Education Dissertation Titles 
Catherine Conroy Grytling 
Spiritual Healing Generating Grounded Theory from a Survey of Healers 
Irene de Ia Bretonne Hays 
Toward on Essential Ethic for Teaching Science in the New Millennium 
Penelope Holmes 
A Look at thc PsychologicaL Spiritual, and Legal Aspects of Ritual Abuse. 
Recommendations for Counsele,rs 
Doris liene Hudson 	 Gwen Ellyn Spencer 
Shared Decision Making in Organlzaiional Systems 	 The Relationship of Casual Attribution and Academic Success for Ethnic 
Ernest L. Hughes 	
Minority College Students 
Developing Communication Shills for Leaders: A Theoiy-Research-Practtce 
	
Larry H. Stevenson 
Apprivsch to Curriculum Development 	 Transformational Experiences Implications and Effects on Leaders and 
Their Learning 
Richard Kiecan 
Environmental Education Around the PacsJlc Rim: A Comparative StudY of 	 Kenneth James Sylvester Secondary School Curricula 	 The Leader.Negottatoi Theory 
Mary E. Lochrie 	 Leslie Maye Van Valkenberg 
Business Teacher F4ucwksn. Re-Invented. A Competency-Based, Field-Based 
	 The infraction and Cost Fifes Is of Prison-Based Fducation on 
	 1998 Paradigm of Teacher Preparaoion for the 21st Century 
	 Pie-Release Inmate Rehsovss,r 
Patricia Joyce Matsumoto 
	 Marguerite Dega Walker 
Cultural Pastors irqluencirig Effective Social Services to Asian and Pacific 
	 Head, hands, and Hea,t Succrssjul Service Learning Programs at the 
Islander Ccrmmunores A Study ii( API LeadcrC I*dues, Perceptions, and 
	 Secondary Level 
Experrences 
Steven T. Webb Jr. 
SI-aired Governance. Examining Congruency Between Professed Outcomes 
and Action in School Decision Making Structures Developrinentally 
Kathleen McDonald 
The Future of &hctrtl Counseling and Guidance in Washington Stale. A 
Future Search Conference 
Margaret Louise Burke 
Respect in the iMsrhplace. Voice of the Employee 
Beverly J. Cheney 
Business Process Reengfrieering i n the Kent School Dtstnct A Case Study 
John Vincent Civitello Jr. 
Perceived Stress Lewis of Members of a U
. S. Ar Fore Medical Facility 
Julie Anne Coin-in Cooper 
Cognitive Engagement in a Stash-Grade Social Studies Class 
Peter Allen Craig 
The Relationship &ssseen Adult Basic Education Programs and Post Release 
Employment of Former inmates at Fins, iVoshingion State Cau nty foils 
Billie Ann Davis 
A Study oJApprooches for Racial Reconciliation 
Gail Marie Davis 
Discovering Ni-i Nosldtngs' Ethic of (are in American Mtsltwge and Russian 
tJassrssoms: An Ethnographic Study 
Celine D'Souza Dorner 
I r'nder Differences in the Prediction of College Mathematics Course 
Per forraance 
Charles David Elmes 
Faculty Grsswth and Deselopnrenr in I-uglier Education: A Case Study 
Richard Neil Gantman 
A Model of Change for Small School Districts in liAisklngwn State 
Sharon S. Golightly 
Educators. Leadership and Politics: iMaclungton Educators in Elective Office 
Arnaldo Rodriguez 
The College Presidency and Organizational Culture: The Experience of 
First-Year Presidents 
Douglas Philip Shadel 
Authenticity and the Commumly Building 5Mmrlrihop 
Robert Craig Smith 
An Evaluation smf WASAS Project Leadership i n Wlsshingtorn Stole 
Leslie Katherine McDaniel 
The Spirituality of Northwest Catholic Vss'men 
Linda Ann Whitehead 
High School Dropout in the Surliurbair District 
HONORS PROGRAM 
GRADUATES 1998 he Scaitle University l-lun;::' 
 
rwo_year program is an historiCally csrclei'ed, integrated studs of the i 
thinkers of the Western world, designed to create and stimulate a bro 
appreciation and a critical awareness of human thought and achievensei 
sociocultural context. After completinC !hc I lrsn:srs Proi':tni. 'It Iuln'flI ~ is' 
degree requirements in a SPc'l (Ic 
(Iir 	 I Ii:,sIscili ISr-,,isti ,/ ': 
Jerem) David Urown / Philosophy 
Diane Marie Burden / English 
Monica Clarke / English 
Philip James Covello / Economics 
tacey Ann Denton I Ecological Studies 
Nicole Janine Graber / EnglishIPsychokn,y 
Theresa Marie Jack I Biology 
(.aiherine Marie LePiane / Pltilrssphs 
Theresa Laurel Lock / Psvh 'l,s 
Anna 
 
sI I-tv:isi \ liii it. / Hr/Is V 
Curltss Robert Nelson / I Irsl r irr / Dr: ci' 
Khoa D. Nguyen / English 
Ayu Othman I English 
Kevin Kelii Plumberg / English 
Brian Conroy Read / English 
Jeffrey Robert Scott / Philosoph 
Lindsay F States / EngliSh 
Itisi in \'s'oIf / Psnlirsstl Sc Ii'tl(i' 
Iss'ph >cott \cttl 
 \lieghciti / 
	 s'rs F cii 5 
F 	 I ?J N raTa PTAI 
ST. IGNATIUS OF LOYOLA 
	
TEACHER EDUCATION ANARD 	 .ntcu aul.luail) to tlic ou1Lak1iug giaduaun student or rudcnts in the 
	
Julia Katherine Hanson 	 hool of Education Teacher Education Program. Selectton is based on academic 
hievement, excellence in student teaching, evidence of commitment to 
t Ufli ATId - vidnc Of 	 ult-i'hip 
It 	 1 	 l.A I Ii. 
ic A. 5chmi, EidD, Dean 
Doctor of Education 
Margaret Louise Burke 
BeverlyJ. Cheney 
John Vincent CivitelloJr. 
Julie Anne Coltrin Cooper 
l'eter Allen Craig 
Billie Ann Davis 
6ail Marie Davis 
Celine DSouza Dorner 
Charles David Elmes 
Richard Neil Gantman 
Sharon S. Golightly 
Catherine Conroy Grytting 
Irene de Ia Bretonne Hays 
Penelope Holmes 
Doris Ilene Hudson 
Ernest L. Hughes 
Richard Klecan 
Mary E. Lochrie 
Patricia Joyce MaLsumoto 
Leslie Katherine McDaniel 
Kathleen L. McDonald 
Arnaldo Rodriguez 
Douglas Philip Shadel 
Robert Craig Smith 
(,wen Ellyn Spencer 
Larry H. Stevenson 
Kenneth James Sylvester 
Leslie Maye VanValkenberg 
Marguerite Dega Walker 
Steven T. Webb Jr. 
Linda Ann Whitehead 
Jucational Specialist 
Patricia Jean Barthe 
Rebecca Bolles 
Eugene William Boyer 
Elizabeth Wheatley Broughton 
Maury E. Douthit 
Molly Hefta 
Leah Elizabeth Herrick 
Laura M. Horan-Spatz 
[ia Ann Shierk 
rarah E. Vaughn 
Lymhla Ann Wissman 
laster in Teacising 
(ary Victor Anderson 
I lilari .\li c .\ndcro,n 
Dino Leonidas Anncst 
Angela Jeanette Armstrong 
Bntt Banks Atack 
Kristin Kae Ballew 
John David Barlow 
Darla Mae Berg 
Tyera Lee Bianchi 
Ekzabeth M. Boston 
Sarah Katherine Bradley 
Jeifry N. Brandenburg 
David Dean Broadhead 
Jasmine Rae Bryant 
Amy Carrnella Caputo 
Jewel Fleeta Carpenter 
Kan Lynn Carpenter 
Lynne Rollin Carpenter-
Michael Mencias Casem 
Melissa Lee Cavender 
Beth Chmielowski 
Eleanor H. Cho 
David Atienza Clymer 
Kristin Elizabeth Collins 
Kânn Elisabeth Collisson 
James William Cooke 
Alyssa Latka Culberson 
Peter Weyers Darrah 
Michelle Marie Davis 
Beth Fogany Day 
Kathleen L. Deno 
Nancy Sue Dillon 
Daniel Nelson Dodge 
Sonja Ronning Dolan 
Joanne Margaret Dorsey 
Elizabeth Grasel Dupuis 
Devora Michelle Eisenberg 
Barbara Elizabeth Bolles Ellis 
Miriam Eve Feigenbaum 
Karol Franz-Haristades 
Randal Carl Frivold 
Caroline Gim 
Diane L. Goodwin 
Dawn Renee Gto 
Christoph Alexander Green 
David Michael Hale 
Patricia Suzanne Halsrud 
Julia Christine Hansen -
Julia Katherine Hanson 
Camille Kay Hartley 
Haley Dawn Hartmann - 
Sarah Harmon Hill 
Kalisa Miel Hintze 
Hazel Kunt: Hiihler 
Lopa liajari Jacob 
Kelly Marie Jarvis 
Victoria Cecelia Jensen 
Rosina Jewell Jose 
David Lawrence Karp 
Anne Marie Kearns 
Latasia Daryce Lamer Kelly 
Heidi Kirsien Keppler 
Sonja Leski KOhIer 
Kelly Jean Kulinski - 
Dinah Ladd-AIi 
Charles Creighton Laughary 
Kim Allison Lessig 
Michelle Annette Lindskov 
Jane I Lyons 
Timothy F Mason 
Carol A. Matheson 
Martha Marie May 
Judith H McBroom 
Thomas Joseph McDermott 
Anne F. McDonald 
Kathleen Gypsie McGovern 
L. Catherine McKay 
Kathleen McNeill 
Carmela M.P Mele 
Jennifer Kathleen Moss 
Cameron Carlson Munro 
Julie Ann Nelson 
Kirsten Ann Neshoim 
Elizabeth Marie Newstead 
Jeffrey Teruo Nomura 
Karen Jean OBrien 
Barbara Oje - 
Kimberly Oleson 
Lara Korinna Osborn 
Ashley Heasin Pak 
Sandra Aiko Mtyahira Park 
Jacqulyne Maria Parks 
Jennifer Anne Paul 
Kathte Webb Perkins 
Frances Christine Pierce 
Lourdes Espiritu Pinle 
Peter Ivan Poutiatine 
Miriam Metz Reed 
Laura Ann Roberts 
Gerald A. Romano 
Charlene Joy Sam 
Christine Joy Scanlon 
Monte Jay Scholz 
Eve Beale Schoti 
Andrew John Schwebke 
Pamela Carroll Shank 
iD •mi 
Elizabeth (.old Sobek 
MeRa Tausend 
Sarah Rent Telford 
Michael Joseph Thibodeau 
Jessica Jean Torvik 
John Edward Traynor 
Steven M. Turner 
Lisa Anne Vallejo-Sorensen 
Jason Michael Wales 
Andria Linnea Walters 
Kelly Coulter Warnaca 
Laurie Lynne Wasson 
Comelia Weiner 
Jessica Anne Weinman 
Peter Martin Weschler 
Jason Andrew Wilson 
Marc Preston Di Hing Wong 
Jeannie Word-Elder 
Carolyn Ann Woodhouse 
James Frederick Zurcher 
Master of Counseling 
Stephen Hartley Anderson 
Sharon Lynn Bell 
Jennifer L. Bullock 
Sonja M. Coffman 
Laura Joan Eubanks 
Cynthia Lynn Fallon 
Judith K. FrisbieJr. 
Anne Grisham-Pleas 
Bobbie Kaufman Harbeson 
Wendi Kay Heath 
Edward John Kazun 
Valene Wojak Kiesel 
Lon Teresa Anne Magnuson 
Laura Jeanmne Nelson 
Wendy L. Wahlroos 
ludith Ellen Wiley 
Master of Arts 
Melody Anne Griggs 
Jennifer Lee Hoffman 
Malik Mohammed Ismail 
Jeanette L. Karovsky 
Jane B. Kinkel 
Brian David Miller 
Cathanne Ann Perrin 
Juanita Monique Ricks 
Danielle Mia Weintraub 
Master of Arts in Education 
Helen F Aehierman 
I:.ilr  
loRhin Elisha Anderson 
Matthew C. Burgess 
Maureen Chao 
Marie Therese Coviello 
Sheila Adele Davies-Orsen 
Mary Lou DeLigio 
Alicia A. Durand 
Pen Mana Flanagan 
Myra A. Friedman 
Jennifer H.M. Gabnel 
Jordana K. Halkeit 
Anthony Peter Hansen 
Susan Packard Hatch 
Molly Hefta 
Daniel Edward Johnson 
Hollace J. Kennedy 
Gina Marie DeMatteis Krueger 
Samuel Labi 
Katya Mana Landeggeu 
Jihye Lee 
Anastasia Lotte 
Kathryn P McAllister 
Jenna J. MeFarlane 
Sherron Lea McLain 
Bonnie L. Mudge 
Melore Nielsen 
Parma OBar 
Laura R Pace 
Lindsey Karen Packwood 
Kay Seessel Rawlings 
Jill Emily Riley 
LauraJ. Riley 
Shen Lynn Rock 
Debra T. Salas-Haynes 
Laune Jane Schneck 
Barbara Lela Silas 
Anna Patricia Smith 
Elissa A. Stachelek 
Garrett M. Stokes 
Andrew Balduin Taber 
Larry E. Thomas 
Matthew David Tillman 
Melissa M. Turner 
John Vander Whitte 
Cynthia Ann Wtssman - 
Master of Education 
Kevin James Abel 
Niki L. Albright 
Leslie P Anderson 
Jill Michelle -\srrui 
Stephanie [Is. is 
Marianne Baker 
David Richard Boyle 
Ricliird Patrick Boyle 
t'airicia Ann Brown 
.ichel ferese Butler 
j-Lun Chen 
.Anianda Saxon Chillquist 
Stephen James Coates-Whne 
Rebecca Joy McMullin Cullirnore 
Laurie Ann Dinwiddie 
Monique Dobberun 
Anne Kathleen Dolan 
Dawn Marie Eckhardt 
Carol A. Franklin 
Nancy Jean Gallagher 
Frances Jacobs Galley 
Beverly D. Garrett 
Melody AM Grifuiths 
Jennifer Kay I-laB 
Mark Lawrence 1-lallerman 
Colleen Shaw Hauck 
Beverly F Hendricks 
Herbert Louis Hoffman Ill 
Larol Lee 1-lomanics 
Elnora W. Hookfin 
Sonja Elizabeth James 
Andrea Dawn Jenkins 
Christian Rice Jensen 
Ito-Kyong Kim 
Tie -Jeong Kim 
Peggy Shelby Kirmeyer 
Mark D. Kitna 
Lisa L. Lake 
Jung Min Lee 
\Von-Young Lee 
Jean M Lunnemann 
Kiioin Marie Lysaker 
)oniia Jean Marshall 
niti el McGraw Ill 
usan Mc Kay 
Holly Zan McKnight-Shimwell 
Mitchell Scott McLeod 
Regina Danet Melonson 
lames A. Mills 
Kimberly Ann Mucke 
DecAn Sanae Nakagawa 
Kelly Ann Patchen 
Amy Walker Poort 
Dennis Mark Reiersgard 
Rosalie Frances Robinson 
Julie Ying Saiturn 
Martha Ann Salt 
Patricia Talcott Sander 
i...aroline Cook Sands 
Michael Martin Taylor 
Susan Mavette Taylor 
Charlene Evans Thomas 
Rhonda Thompson 
DennisM. Trapp 
\I>na Elisabeth Valdok 
Janine Karole VanderWhitte 
I)cria Varriale 
Icon Michelle Willman 
\iutona C.K. Yousoofian 
11 LE OF ARTS AND 
P. Stephen C. Rowan, PhD. Dean 
i ter of Arts in Psychology 
lev Allen Andersen 10 • i tic K .Andcron-Kiietc, 
Rebecca A Beddall 
Susan Elm Brumberg 
Shannon Michelle Cornwell 
Jennifer Ethelyn Cramer 
Ban D. Cullimore 
Edward L. Durgan 
Anne Patrice Ellingson 
Joseph A. Guppy 
Catherine C. Hobson 
Yukie lshitani 
Timothy Guy Kneedler 
Nancy Wagner Leonardson 
Michek Janice Levine 
Paul V Lower 
Timothy Allen Lower 
Virginia Rosaura Lujan 
Genevieve Ann Mannion 
Michael Alan McCluskey 
Susan Jeannine Miller 
Josephine L. Rosner 
Sarah Kathryn Saxvik 
Carmen Linne Simmons 
Marcy Ann Stafford 
Brian Christopher Sullivan 
Rachel F. Wolman 
Master of Public Administration 
Supamisa Attavipach 
Nualchat Kambhu Na Ayudhya 
Katherine Jean Banks 
Brandon George Beams 
Donn A. Bennice 
Dean Bigham 
Karla Anne Boughton 
David Peter Broustis 
Thalia W. Brown 
Noreen E. Elben 
Richardj Ford 
Nicole Melanie Fox 
Stuart Michael Frank 
Jennifer Lynn Freimund 
Roberta Keyte Frey 
Sandra L. Gallagher-Christian 
Janice Lee Gruber 
Michele Ann Muser 1-lalligan 
Victoria M. Hollerbach 
Carolyn A. Kesi 
Susan G. Lee 
ramara L. Letts 
Cherie Marie Fontana Levan 
Debra brie 
Patricia S. Lott 
Anongporn Manopichetwatana 
Stephanie A. Moyes 
Yen H. Ngo 
Tracey Marshall Norton 
Jan McReynolds O'Neil 
Alfred Padeway 
Karen Marie Porterfield 
Thomas DeRoy Potter 
Danac Mane Rahjohn-Sullivan 
Shelley Ann Ransom 
Branson Peter M Rector 
Deborah Rohovit 
Joseph Robert Rornain 
Marvin Allen Rosete 
Debra P Rosa 
Paritha Sricharoen 
Jennifer Hill Stephens 
Rey Oliver Sugui 
Lisa Ann White 
Mariha I von \Vine 
Kin II Jiviri E \\inI 
 Ccl 
Gregory M. Witter 
David W. Wong 
bias L. Yu 
Master of Not-for-Profit leadership 
Stephen Benjamin Anderson 
Janet L. Frieling 
Ruth Fusaro 
Sean Francis Gaines 
Charles Arthur Heffernan 
Margaret L. Henderson 
Matthew Fort Henry 
Jayanne Akie Hino 
Nancy H. Holloran 
Lynn Ellen McKinnon 
Kyle Andrea Miller 
Gregory Paul Moyce 
Deborah Michelle Semer 
Lorraine C. Skaught 
Sam Rickels Whiting 
Patricia J. Witt 
Iii lcd cd "CIENt. L 
ENGIN FE RI Nt 
Kih li-en Mcii Ic,, PhD, I Sin 
Master of Software Engineering 
Nazeer Ahmed Basheer 
D. Scott Bonomi 
Sheryl Ann Brown 
Robert Charles Burns 
Daniel Glenn Butler 
Paul Daniel Carmichael 
Alan W. Davey 
Ali Reza Fathiafshar 
Michael Jesse Fidler 
Trent Lee Hainer 
Derek M. Hazeur 
Martina Hiemstra 
Hui JingJin 
Steven R. Kachman 
Craig V Kulfan 
Koon Chun Leung 
Michael John Palsson 
Andrea T. Rainey 
Tamara Marie Reeve 
Steven J. Rinn 
Michael Scott Rosen 
Teresa Llewellyn Shipley 
Christopher Leo Sorensen 
Jay B. Steck 
James Cleveland Stone 
Xiaohong Su 
Suneela Vaidyula 
Holly M. Watson 
ALBERS SCHOOL OF BLsINE-'s 
AND ECONOMICS 
C. Frederick DeKay, PhD, 
Acting Dean 
Master of Businet Administration 
Tom W. Adams 
ChnsJ. Anderson 
Gary Scott Anderson 
Shari Michelle Arnesen 
Shahin Ashraf 
Timothy Kieler Atkins 
Aung Aung/Victor Yang 
Masumi Azechi 
Susan Elaine Bachman 
liar ic- chung Hwan Bahn  
Daniel Joseph Beck 
Richard Lawrence Beck 
James D. Berg 
Michael David Bertsch 
Tarun K. Bhattacharya 
Erin McTigue Bicrtzer 
Karen Beth Blowers 
Kathryn Laird Bowen 
Suzanne St.Onge Boyd 
William H. Cadwallader 
Ian Bradford Cameron 
Kimberly K. Chelin 
Khanyarat Chinwannasobhon 
Lon Ann Chishoim 
Paras Chungwatana 
Thomas Alan Cleaver 
Alonna D. Cliatt 
Nathalie Suzanne Collins 
Cheris Lynn Craig 
Jane Blake Cramer 
Kenton John Curtis 
Dale Ronald Cyr 
Faizal Daoed 
Marie Cecile Daquiz 
Paul Edward DeCumbe 
Rebecca Sue Dezihan 
Thomas Gilman DiMeco 
Nihat Dogan = 
Richard Ayers Dunn Jr. 
Wayne Edward Evans 
Angela Ledesma Fernandez 
Craig Leroy Fleischman 
Julie F. Flynn 
Karen Shui-Yan Fong 
Anne Bent Francoies 
Dennis Paul Friedman 
Yi Wen Eu 
Pojaman Fuangaromya 
Kristie A. Garrett 
Cohn Michael Garvey 
Ralph Edward Gaston 
Laurin Marie Gaudinier 
Anthony M. Gaviola 
Michael A. R. Gerdes - 
Kevin Lee Giboney 
Hartley DeVar Gleed --
Stephen Earl Gottschalk 
Amanda Kolehmainen Greengo 
Todd Charles Groennert 
Jia-chin Guo 
Rhonna Alexandria Hackney 
Joseph L. Hafenrichter 
Tonja Renee Hagen 
Daniel John Harper 
Karen M. Hams 
Wendy Elizabeth Harris 
Michael Albert Hart 
Barbara Diane Heft 
James Craig Henningsen 
John Arthur Hermanseri 
Knstm Kaye Herzog 
Teresa L. Hintze 
George Bertwell Holk 
Jason B. HoIm 
David Matthew Holmes 
Onusa Hotrabhavanancja 
Joseph Marvin Hougen 
Joseph Dominic Hueffed 
Robert Douglas Hunter 
Anthony Joseph lmkamp 
Sanri Dewi lmoek 
Carrie Jeanne Jennison 
Nalin Jirawisan 
Pattanachai Kamolnetr 
Kimberly Fitzharris Kelly 
Knstine Marie Kemp 
Douglas Michael King 
Paul Furnas King 
Anne Kathleen Kirk 
Christopher R. Kirschten 
Kazuaki Kishiro - 
Susan Michele Kosanke 
Joanne M. Kovacich 
Catherine DeZelar Krause 
Lanny Kristanto 





Christopher Patrick Lane 
Shawn Robert LeProwse 
Keith Wayne Leverkuhn 
Andrew M. Levy 
Chin-Fang Li 
Diane Lin 
Donna Marie Lipsky 
Jane Louise Liskutin 
David Liu 
CarlosJ. Lujan 
Kevin F MacWilliams 
Kenneth John Magill 
Paul Edward Mahoney 
Sucha Maneesutham 
David ZhiYong Mao 
Richard Eliot Marshall 
Bruce Wayne Martin 
Christopher James Martin 
Earl J. Mazerolle 
Mary Kay McClure 
Masy Elizabeth McKenna-Harley 18 
Jeffrey D. McLaughlin 
Rodolfo Mendoza Mendoza 
Michael 0. Milholland 
John Edward Mimer 
Macy Elizabeth Moring 
Suzette 1. Morris 
Diana Muliani 
Douglas Foster Myers 
Jamie Anne Nappi 
Mars Elizabeth Neupert 
Claire Ann Cantor Nichols 
Anoma W. Olmedo 
Brent Randall Olson 
Richard Ononogbo Opara 
Steven B. Ott 
Suthilak Parinyanuphap 
Stuart W. Pennington 
Bratanata Perdana 
David John Pereles 
Michael Wayne Pierce 
Ernest Robert Pink 
Martin Plourde 
Charles Poedjokerto 
Sarah Henes Powers 
L. David Prindle 
Matthew Joseph Pruden 
David M. Pugh 
Pairick James Redmond 
Randy James Rizzuti 
Scott Alan Robertson 
Christopher Allan Rosa 
Jill Lampe Ryan 
Emmett S. Saiki 





John Joseph Schwab 
Kevin N. Scott 




Steven W Sims 
Srobol Smutkupt 
Teresa M. Steer 
Mark Joseph Stefanich 
Elizabeth Anne Strong 
Elizabeth Jean Sumption 
Raymond H. Tai 
Wichuvai-n Tangpongprush 
Mark Timothy Taylor 
James Alexander Taylor Ill 
Patrycia L. Taylor 
Theresa Ann Tenney 
Caroline S. Thienes 
Enc Noel Trepanier 
Sean C. Tresvant 
Jason Robert Troglia 
Catherine Elaine Turner 
Julie B. VanBeek 
Chuan V. Vu 
Michael A. Wagner 
Kelly Scott Walker 
Brian Tedd Weiss 
James T. Whaley 
Gregory David White 
Paula Andrea White 
Calvin T. Williams 
Scott Richard Wilson 
Henry Wirawan 
Christopher Scott Wirkkala 
Lisa Marie Witiw 
Kevin Lane Wohlers 
Walter Carpenter Young Ill 
Joanne M. Zelonka 
Marianne Moore Zoilman 
Master of Arts in Appl.ed Economics 
Leonard Clint Duncan 
Michael Edward Johanson 
Ann ORyan Spehar 
Willem Karel van Doom 
Master of International Business 
Eiji Amano 
Tatyana T. Bunyatova 
Melanie Sue Canto 
Ju-Lin Chang 
Kathleen Marie Dexay 
Baran Fidanboy 
Angeltna Adnano Fineza 
Christopher J. Flint 
Steven Owen Gamman 
Hui Li Huang 
Gary I. Ikeda 
Shoeb Hasan Ismail 
Luxnawadee Jarusombat 
Birgen Kaleagasi 
Chnstopher S. Kennedy 
Jong-Uck Kim 
Hsin-Jui Lee 
Gloria Xuyunjun Long 
Victor John Loschinkohl 
Charles Chanh Huu Ngo 
Tracy Linn Owens 
Maj-Bntt Kaltoft Petersen 
Jatupong Sinprawatkul 
Cristal Eileen Valley 
Master of Science in Finance 
DeqYusufAbdi 
Khalifa Sultan Al-Suwaidi 
Sunanti Angkasa 
Susan Diane Campbell 
Nattavadee Cheevanon 
Yin Chen 
Andrea Suzanne Contents 
Stephen Joseph Dowling 
Jennifer Michelle Egglin 
Steven Allan Epstein 
John Roger Friedl 
Michael Robert Gerke 
Kevin Donald Greengo 
John N. l-lartquist,Jr. 
Dan Yang Kwon 
Alden Che Lum Lau 
ThangQ. Li 
Chi-Feng Lee 
Leanne Terese Lewis 
Glona Xuyunjun Long 
Karinjo Nilsson 
Sittisak Nuttawut 
Jin Hut Ouyang 
Melina S. Thung 
Christine Antoinette Trostle 
James W Truess 
Daribum Tudev 
I.uih M. Teriorto. PhD. I) 
Master of Science 
Cheryl Ann Allen 
Jane Anhur 
Janine Kay Brakcl 
Julie Diane Dezso 
Kathleen Marie Donohue 
Tracy A. Evanson 
Kimberly Willis Field 
Peggy Ella Jesse 
Sandra Gale Johnson 
Kristina Diane Lee 
Bruce Leonard 
Randi Alice Leonetti 
Diana Jan Morrison 
Robin Rae Myers 
Antwinett Lynn Owens 
Lori Grimes Roehl 
April Davis Roshak 
Laural Janet Schaberg 
Nancy Anne Simmons 
Christine Walsh Snyder 
Heather Mayrenee Stephen-SeIb 
Ellen Wannsky 
Coleen Michele Weil 
Kimberley Miller White 
DR. LEO STANFORD 
LEADERSHIP AWARD 
Elizabeth Budd ElIman 
\warded to an outstanding student in the School of Theology and Ministry 
losely realizes the STM vision: ministers who are compassionate and compc1 
inclusive and courageous, rooted in the Gospels, and able to translate Christi, 
theology into ministry. The award honors the memory of Dr. Leo P. Stanford 
founding director of the Institute of Theological Studies Dr. Stanford pioneeruu 
vision for lay ministry within the church that became a model for other lay 
ministry programs in the United States. In this model, students learn to integrate 
academic theology, pastoral skill training, and spiritual formation leading toward 
personal and global transformation 
SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY ANP 
MINISTRY 
I 07e(lO faruoshi. PhD. Dean 
Master of Divinily 
John Nees Baumann 
Nancy Karen Cook --
Elizabeth Budd Ellman 
Gregory John Kremer 
Edward Salazar 
Master of Arts in Pastoral Studies 
Barbara L. Benshoof 
Timothy Michael Brunk 
Lori Kay Carmody 
Joannie L. Cassidy 
Marie Michelle Clinton 
Brenda Christine Code 
Denis G. Donoghue 
Wayne Curtis Downer 
Renë Helene Dubay 
Mary Elizabeth Eade 
Margaret Therese Frazer CSJ 
Pamela Marie Connell Garand 
Sister Kathleen Garcia 
Rosemary Theresa H.arrell 
Charleen Ann Hauser-Mahardy 
Joan Elaine Hudson 
Allison Meredith Jones 
Beatrice Kelly 
Betsey Barker Klein 
Ann M. Kress 
Martin Lawrence Larson 
R. Skipper Larson 
Lucille Eugenie Lauriente 
Timothy Arthur Law 
Donald Lee Linnertz 
Kathleen Littrell 
Erica Lee Martin 
Rebecca Ann McNamara 
Alan Merson 
Maria Simmons Murphree 
Coralie Janet Muzzy 
Thien Van Nguyen 
Donna Marie OHara 
Maurice Lopez Origenes, Jr. 
Mary Anne Miyares Puchford 
April Davis Roshak 
Winifred Ann Reeve 
Ronald L. Ryan 
Virginia Schroeder, SNJM 
Margaret Schwender 
Cohn Sexton 
William J. Stalder 
Barbara A. Suder 
Angie McCosh Vogt 
Joan Maureen Williamson 
Marian Rae Young 
Catherine Elizabeth Zylstra 
Master of Theological Studies 
Kathleen Jackson Beaudry 
Meg Eyre Fox 
Janet Ann McDermott 
Master of Arts in TranO. 
Spirituality 
Diane Hudnahl-Tallninn 
Janna Jo Born Larsen 
Lisa Marie vonStamu it: 








I COLLEGE 	 LA 
	
RICHARD P. HICKEY AWARD 
	 - 	 -- 
	
Wendy Kay Anderson 
	 tü thc outstanLi 	 I . 
i based upon the students total contribution to academic tile and is made H 
department chairs and program directors of the college. The award honors 
m-ntry of Dr Richard P Hickey, professor of English, a 
it he nivr-i - jtv Inin 104T in it h  
bfl(iICiQI ut Arts 
lean Ellen Abrahamson 
Tracy Lynn Adams 
harilynn Debbie Agutlar 
Jill Anne Allison 
Madonna Datu Ancheta 
Wendy Kay Anderson 
C1JM i.Ai.1DE 
susan Fay Andersen 
Jennifer Lynn Atwood 
IAUDE 
Angela Pui Cheung Au 
I layden L. Bancroft 
David Leo Barmettier 
sty Noel Barren 
eli Maxim Barthel 
Beitnie Juleen Baysinger 
\ILSUOE 
Shonda M. Bench 
Leslie Anne Benjamin 
Maria Beth Bentley 
(.onchitina C. Bemardo 
Keris Marie Binder 
Jessamyn Priscilla Birrer 
S .\A SUM LAI:I)F 
ihesha Ann BIas - 
Yvette 1. BIas 
Valerie Nadine Bob 
Bryan Richard Boender 
Karl It-win Sablan Boija 
Si AUDIE  
Kristy Lynn Bormarin 
Macv Janel Bowen 
\lark Gordon Bowman 
CLire Elizabeth Bressan, 
5151.5 C]JM 1AUDE 
Jeremy David Brown 
Shan A. Brown 
John David Bruce UI 
SliM LA1t1[ 
Diane Marie Burden 
MACNA (tiM LMJDE 
Meredith Alexis Burgin 
51.55,55(151 LAUDE 
Mu. hael Rent Burgos 
Margaret Marion Burke 
etirulci bunon 
itt Cu ii Camille Cam phd I 
ick 'si 	 ant  
John Scott Christopher Carroll 
MACNA OJM LAUDE 
Kyle J. Casperson 
Lisa June Castillo 
Colleen Lyn Caswell 
SUM LAUDE 
Melica Chambers 
Neis Bradley Chandler 
Melissa Kathleen Cheever 
Jacob M. Cheh 
Miao-Ling Chen 
Carmen Anne Chernoff 
Kayo Chimoto 
Moon-young Cho 
Althea Elizabeth Chow 
MACNA (tiM LAUDE 
Shannon Y. Chit 
Monica Clarke 
CiJM LAUIIE 
Christina Gabrielle Clifford 
Catherine Pembroke Coats 
MACNA (UN LAUDE 
Kathleen M. Collins 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Maria Coloroso - 
Kathenne Paras Cordoba 
Bret Mathew Cottrell 
Genevieve Willett Cowen 
Taryn Lynn Marie Crawford 
Fiona Allison Crinks 
Nicole Delphine Cruz-
Megan Elizabeth Curry 
Loan Kim Dang 
Brian John Deakins 
SUMMA (tiM LAUrIE 
Jamie Matthew DeLaCruz 
Michelle Elizabeth DeLappe 
Si1MMA dUEl LAUrIE 
Ann Mary-Elizabeth Delgado-
Andrzej Marcin Demczuk 
Jeffrey Michael Denney 
Stacey Ann Denton 
MACNA (SM (AL-tiE 
Matthew Paul Diefenbach 
SUMMA CUM LSI1i1L 
Sharon Elizabeth Dtetzen 
Daryn G. Dnmore 
Erin Colleen Dougherty 
Jonathan Patrick Dreitzler 
Kathryn Ann Dubik 
Sara Margaret Dunsmoor Latherine Juliette Durattd 
Bradley B. Duryea-Wnght 
Adrienne Elizabeth Easter 
Emmeline Legaspi Echon 
Jennifer Lynn Egan 
CIJM LAUrIE 
Katie A. Eggers 
Matthew John Evans 
Chnstopher Donald Fabel 
Jason Lee Falk 
Valerie Ann Farris 
(tiM LAUrIE 
Manuel Reza Ferdinandus. 
James P FigueroaJr, 
Erica Maureen FitzRoy 
Morgan Allington Ford 
SLIM LAUrIE 
Andrea Ruth Frangi 
Stacie Maureen Fnsirio 
Taryn Courtney Fuchs 
Dane Keola Toshim, Fukumoto 
CUM LAUrIE 
Dexter Bolano Fullo 
Stacee Ann FurFaro 
Ryan James Furth 
MACNA CLIM L',UDE 
Michael Charles Gaffney 
Kelly Dawn Garrett 
Kevin Richard Gaspari 
SLIMMA (tiM LAUt)E 
Craig Richard Gaunu 
Nathan W Geerdes 
MACNA CUM LAUrIE 
Theodoms Dimitnos Geotgakopoulos 
Kevin Joseph Gert.z 
CUM AUDE 
Carla Y. Glanville 
James Johnathan Goforth 
Michael Thomas Gonzales 
Patrick Michael Gould 
Nicole Janine Graber 
Shirley A. Gray 
Tesas Rae Green 
Erin Kelli Gregory 
Bessie Christina H.Y. Grimsey 
Maudy Gunawan 
Emily Jane 1-ladley 
(JIM LAUrIE 
Uriah Vincent lilalpin 
MACNA CLIM LAUrIE 
Christine Moruque Halpin 
Roger Edward Hammond 
Brian Scott Hanning 
Thomas William Hardy 
Robert Benjamin Harnctiaux 
Timothy Davey Harrington 
Russell Patrick Wyatt Hanman 
Ryoko Uasegawa 
Lindsay Ann Hatton 
Rene Lynn Hauck-Gagnier 
Melissa Kay Helmenstine 
MACNA CIIM LAUrIE 
A. Suzie Henning 
MACNA (JIM I.AUDE 
BrianG. Henning 
MACNA L1JM iJ,LDE 
Dorinda Gay Henry 
Lynn K. Hennk 
MACNA Ci.IM LAUrIE 
Julie Eileen Hiemen 
K. Malcolm Hightower 
Theodore Roosevelt Hikel Ill 
Johnette B. Hill 
Melissa Jane Hill 
CLIM LALIDE 
Kajime Hirose 
Tobin Jon Hoffman 
CUM LAUrIE 
Leah Faith Holmes 
Rachel J. Holzer-Robinson 
CUM LAL!DE 
Willa Denise Hood 
Rosemary Anne Hooke 
Jennifer Molina Home 
Ryan Osamu Ike 
Takateru Ikeda 
Tirzah D. Interdonato 
Renee Jennifer lsaacson 
lsao Ishigaki 
Kathenne Anne Jackson 
Shaundra Lynn Jackson 
Cynthia Diane Janes 
SIJMMA (UN LAurIE 
Adnana Marie Janovich 
(LM LAUrIE 
Kaspars John Jekabson 
Jennifer Denise Johnson 
Laura Diane Johnson 
SUMMA (CM LAUrIE 
Natasha Anne Johnson 
MACNA ((El LALIDE 
Stefanie Johnson 
Ann Michelle Johnson-Hargrave 
Michele Caroline Jones 
Alek.siiridra Renee Jordan 
Jitletic inns Jn se 
shea Jarlath judd-i-mine 
Angela C. Kant 
Met Met Kam 
Deborah Denise Kane 
Michael Patrick Katz 
(SIN L.ALDr 
Laik Kazala 
Dirk Alan Kehr 
SLIM LAUrIE 
Jessica S. Keller 
Robert B. Kennt-sJ 
Tracy Ann Kennedy 
SEIMMA SUM (AIDE 
Marrie Treyger Ketchum 
Melissa Valerie Keyser 
MiHae Kim 




Mary Lynn Klcingariner 
Shane Jacob 1<1 ihill 
MACNA SUM LALISJ 




Heidi Rene Lacourse 
James Frederick l.antit 
Naomi Rose Lane 
CUM LAUrIE 
Joel Chnstophiir I asightuari 
Jennifer Pat rico I.e Mae 
Alisa Beth I cavil 
CUM LAUrIE 
Fun-i-la Lee 
MACNA CUM L'.L Si 
Alen Lemaj iS 
LAIN LSLIDE 
Catherine Marie LCI'stfl 
SiMMA CUM LAUrIE 
Ryan Michael Liddc]l 
MACNA CUM LAUrIE 
Rachelle Dana Liu 
Theresa Laurel Lock 
Ujima Elizà-beth Lolton 
Anna Camille Long 
MACNA CUM LAUrIE 
Susan Rachele Lord 
Debra Lone 
Jane A. Lostrom 
51.51,5-I I 1 Sit_SIlli 
I !li:ahct Ii Art tic L.iitir 
Stephanie C.L. Lum 
Jesse Scott Maanao 
MM)NA (VU LkUD€ 
Kainna-Nadine Cruz Maanao 
(VU L.AUt)E 
Donald Lyle Mabbott 
Maggie Clare Magnano 
Gana MiShawn Manus 
(UN LAUDE 
Sarah Elizabeth Mariani 
CUM (AUDi 
Chad William Marshall 
Troy Robert Mathern 
Jennifer Lynn Mauck 
Megan McArihur 
Timothy Collins McCarthy 
Megan Carol McCoid 
CUM LAUDE 
Laoise Mary McCormick 
Staci Michelle McDaniel 
Diane Mane McHugh 
Usa Lynn McKinney 
Sean S. McKinstry 
Gabriel O'Higgins McTigue 
Carolyn Jean Michalske 
Kelly Kathleen Mickelson 
Leigh Christine Miller 
MACNA (CM i.AULi: 
Tate Miller 
Tienney Kathleen-Mane Milnor 
Xci Mizutani 
Charles Travis Moerk 
(CM (AUDi 
Ryan Daniel Monahan 
David Gregory Moser 
Robert Lee Mosley 
Michell Anett Mouton 
Kathleen Anne Muihern 
KarenJ. Muñoz 
Daniel Ryan Murray 







Came Anne Nelson 
Curtiss Robert Nelson 
Thomas Neth 
Khoa D. Nguyen 
Katherine Penelope Nichols 
Elizabeth A. Nielsen 
(CM LAIDE 
Ryan H. Nishio 
Kristin Mary Michael Nordin 
Con Kathleen O'Brien 
Margaret L. Oakes 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Tsuyoshi Oguro 
Hisako Oka 
Heather M. Olney 
MA(.NA CUM LAUOE 
Ayn Othman 
AUMMA CUM LAUDi 
Jason Daniel Palmer 
Lance C. Palmer 
Nicole Ann Papineau 
Vivian C. Park 
Wesley Brian Parr 
Tara Undis Paulson 
CUM (AL DL 
Meghan Ann Pcdhlrn\ 
:i.M It 01 
Renay PeGee 
Heidi Rose Maria Pegler 
Kendra Mane Peischel 
Melissa Ellen Perkins 
Patrice Louise Perrault 
Michael Jay Petersen 
MACNA CUM (AUDi 
Kevin Kelii Plumberg 
Katharine Huntington Poinier 
CUM (NUDE 
Walker Nicolas Popko 
Rachel Leah Power 
Lisa Maria Puckett 
Heather Michele Pugh 
Anne Marie Quigg 
Debra Leslie Raab 
MACNA (tiM (ACnE 
David T. Radabaugh 
CUM LAUDE 
Elizabeth Ann Ramstad 
Christian Lewis Raynor 
Brian Conroy Read 
MACNA CUM LAUrIE 
Christine Renée Reid 
Angela Denean Renter 
Joshua Isaac Park Reynolds 
Israel Shawn Richmond 
CUM LAUrIE 
Melissa Ann Riggs 
Monica Louise Rittenhouse 
Brian Patrick Roach 
Anita Bernadette Roberson 
Cathenne Putnam Roberts 
Jason Eric Roth 
Danett Marie Rozey 
CUM (NUDE 
Paige Ashley Ruble 
CIJM (NUDE 
Yuka Saito 
Molly Nealon Samson 
Scott Michael Sander 
Shawria Marie Sanderson 
Jennifer L. Sawyer 
(CM LAUrIE 
Kristin M. Schoos 
Frederick Martin Schulte 
Jeffrey Robert Scott 
MACNA ((IN LNUI)E 
Alexander Matthew Secor 
(VU (NUDE 
Darryl Jason Seliman 
Kenji Sendo 
Mario R. Sgambelluri 
Anne Kathleen Shaw 
MAGMA CUM (NUDE 
Rumiko Shichiri 
Kelly Leanne Shinn 
CUM LAUDE 
Cassandra Melinda Simmons 
Jason Scott Sleeth 
Kelli J. Smith 
Robert M. Sokol 
Alan David Sokolowski 
Sarah Jane Spangler 
SUMMA (UN (NUDE 
Lindsay F States 
MACNA CUM LAUrIE 
Katherine Anne Staudte 
(LIM LAUDE 
Elizabeth Anne Stern 
Emily Andrea Stevenson 
Tiffany Flint- siilwcll 
11 S 	 .. 	 I 	 II  
Jeanne Marie Sutherland 
Amanda Ng Szeto 
Shigenobu Taguchi 
Elvin Yustine Tanada 
Nicole Ann Thompson 
Tanya Josephine Thompson-
Michelle Reneé Thomsen 
Marlene Ulep Tolentino 
Miyuki Tomura 
Annaliza May Estabillo Torres 
Laura Mane Tnebold 
SUMMA (VU (NUDE 
Alice Le Truong 
MACNA (UN (AUDi 
Shane A. Updike 
MACNA (VU LAUDE 
Anthony Robert Valluzzo. 
Penny Elizabeth Van Kirk - 
Rachel Rose Viets 
SUMMA CLIII StilE 
Susan Hunt Vigal 
Heidi Renee Wahlman 
Jesse James Patrick Walter 
Kimberly Ann Walter 
WSC.NA (UN LAUrIE 
Sherri Lynn Washington 
Keiko Wataru 
Lisa Elizabeth Rice Weber 
Rita Marie Webster 
Takiyah Maria Weekes 
Tunde Martin Weekes 
CULl LAUrIE 
Meaghan Ann Weiss 
MACNA (I'M (ALIEN 
Margaret Ellen Wells 
Mary Alice Whitaker 
Dionne DuBois White 
William Walter Wiechmann 
Christine M. Wilcynski 
Matthew Alan Wiley 
Tisha Jenae Wilson 
CUM (AUDi 
Ann Kristine Wog - 
Claudia Christine Wolfe 
MACNA CUM LAUrIE 
Jean Elaine Woods 
Jeffrey Andrew Works 
Masaki James Yamada 
Aki Yanagisawa 
Kevin Chen-Hung Yang 
Go Yarita 
Ann L. Yoo 
Shin L. Yoo 
Ourania Alexia Zaffee 
Michael Zbiegien, Ill 
Jennifer Sue Zehnder 
Matthew John Zemek 
Vanessa Cisly Zimardo 
Bachelor of Criminal Justice 
Abigail Rafael Mao 
(CM LAUrIE 
Edwin Aleman 
Jason Scott Altig 
(UN LAUrIE 
Kelly James Barton - 
Marilyn Beckert 
Tia L. Brotherton 
MAGMA (UN LAUrIE 
Kelly A. Buchanan 
Jeffrey Carig Casem 
Jennifer Bernet Coffin 
Rashbinder Kour Dhanda 
Perry Lee DyerJr. 
Dean Patrick Foster 
Zonella Graham• 
Colleen Mary Greeley 
Keely Marie Hartsough 
Eloise Kay Agulto Inos 
Jonathan Minoru Ishit 
Mary Frances Jackson 
CULl (ALOE 
Jennifer Margaret Keller 
MACNA (UN LAUDE 
Christopher Neely Knudsen 
CULl (NUDE 




MACNA (UN (NUDE 
David Dominic Merlino 
Tiffany Lee Moore 
Phuong La Nguyen 
Jessamyn Eliza Poling 
Albert Reyes 
James Frederick Russell 
Derek John Sakamoto 
Shartà Tywann Sanders 
Kimberly J. Schooley 
Edwin V. Serquinia 
(UN (NUDE 
Todd 0. Soma 
Jenny L. Sommers 
Richard Querol Tibig 
Christy Leilani Toledo 
Andrew L. WahI 
Eileen Theresa West 
Kimberly Marie Wright 
Karla Veronica Zamora 
(VU LAUrIE 
Bachelor of Scieno- 
Benjamin E. BabCoCk 
Iris Suet Hung Cheung 
Theresa Rose Hampi 
Jennifer Kristen Jokela 
MACNA (VU LAUrIE 
Rene Jeneanne Talenti 
SUMMA (VU (ALLIS 
Bachelor of Public Administration 
Aurora Joy Jose Ada 
Lareina Renee Castro Camacho 
Jeffrey Cherry 
Quinn Emily Flanegan 
Patricia Ann Linehan 
Kelley Elizabeth Morrison 
Lisa Carlene Dyson Nielsen 
Mark Albert Pruitt 
Keysha LaVette Scott 
Karen Manzano Serrame 









Tiffany Marie Jordon 'election is based upon the students academic achievement, excellence in 
iursing, and participation in school and community activities. The award honors 
the memory of Sister Mary Ruth who was dean of the School of Nursing from 
II 
Sac hetn r of Sc,soc ii; 	 F SF flC( 
Diane K. Aibro 
Arleh Stefanie Lgarna Alvarez 
Arnie Valyn Baird 
Vanessa Ann Berg 
CL.M LkUDE 
Sara B. Brown 
Paul Gregor Bullard 
Kathleen M. Burns 
Linda Mattox Burns 
MAC;NA (i'M LAUDE 
Laura E. Caley 
Kristal Kehaulani Cardus 
Karyn Lee Carpenter 
MAGMA CUM lAIDE 
Lisa Ktilani Chun 
Elizabeth Catherine Cox 
Tern L. Crook 
CON (ALlOt 
Khanh Dong Dang 
Heather Lynn DePuydt 
Barbara Ellen Dikiy 
Celeste Ann Dillard 
Jill C. Dobson 
Michelle LaVonne Doty 
llsabe Christa Duenhoelter 
CON LAilof 
Erica "H" Eaves 
Mindy Lyn Elbaum 
0051 (ACnE 
Ei-ika Lynn Ehas 
OliN LAUt)E 
Catherine Ann Fairhead 
Renee Patricia Flick 
jose Dennis Flores 
Sara Mai Frederickson - 
Linda Christina Fryer 
Anna Lea Fuenies 
William Joseph Griffith 
Kerstin Nicole Handler 
MAGMA CON (AUDE 
Kelly Marie Hanson 
Meldy Stehmeier Hernandez 
01)51 (AIDE 
Susan Lynn Hogue 
Roland Heinrich Hotz 
Hue Phuong Huynh 
Jennifer McFarlane Jones 
'.1 AlL 	 CI  
Tiffany Marie Jordan 
FUMMA (FM I Al (SE 
Jeremy RT King 
MAGMA (UN LAUDE 
Hannah Maureen Kinzie 
MAGMA GUM LAUDE 
Stefanie Anne Koestl 
MACNA CUM LACES 
Hoang T. Le 
Marquell C. Lewis 
Melissa Shawne Ligot 
MAGMA ((3M LALIDE 
Laura Olena Lorenson 
Karen Ann Louck 
TracyJ. Lundahl 
Tina Lin McGuire 
Joy Michael McNally 
MAGNA CUM LALDE 
Aaron Misiuk 
Teresa Jane Mook 
Jennifer Noelle Morgan 
Kathryn Jean Nance 
(CM LMUDE 
Maria Luisa Nebril - 
Maree Eileen O'Sullivan 
Michele Kate O'Toole 
Mark H. Osborn 
Geraldine Delapena Pacardo 
Angelita Hontpua Parrish 
Nicole Marie Paul 
'L'MMA 0(0 LALFDL 
Sonh Phetsomphou 
Tonya Thomas Powell 
Sophia J. Quiachon 
Ehana Rahimi 
Jennifer Rose Lei Ramelb 
CUM LAUDL 
Peggy Ann Ramos 
Seana Michelle Ray 
MAGMA CON LAUDE 
Cody Michael Repp 
Joann Tin Reyes 
Claire L. Rich 
CON LWDE 
Caitlin Farrell Rodman 
Wendi Susan Roland 
CUM 051)1)5 
Elizabeth Clare Roni 
Lori Lynn Schaedler 
Katrina Lyn Seater 
MAGMA CUM LAUDS 
Matthew Thomas Shaw 
MAGMA (CM 1,5111)5 
Laurie L. Short 
CON LAUDE 
Greta Marie Simonson 
MAGMA CUM LAUDE 
Melanie Dawn Snook 
CON LAUDE 
Katrina L. Spielmann 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Maegan Leidheiser Springer 
GUM iAi.IDS 
Jennifer May Staber 
CON LAUDE 
Scot Alan Stevig 
CUM LALIDE 
Sherrilyn Stone 
Melissa Michelle Strauch 
Sarah Josephine Stncklin 
Kathleen Loretta Strooband 
Virgilio Antonio Sumalbag 
Desdemona Samson Tamondong 
Erynn Dustine Udris 
CON LAUDE 
Danielle Adair Ward 
Tara L. Warnjca 
Theresa Mary Welna 
Bradley Allen Yeargain 
1998 
I* 
cHOOL OF ScIENCE ANNGINEERING 
REV. EDMUND B. 
MCNULTY, SJ., AWARD 
Russell C. DeVlieg 
JOHN S. JU AWARD 
Mark Ryan Stothemyre 
Corrie Linn Takahashi 
\ arded to an outstanding graduating engineering student, judged on 
holarshtp, leadership, dedication, and inspiration. 
n..irdcd t 	 riduai IOE inncc titdcni 	 exude wonder at new ideas, curiosity 
;tl' Auid ApplU En 
- r Iieio, 
Vislarie Ann Baker 
Thomas T. Biderbost 
David William Carson 
iung Hee Cho 
Andrew (Quan) Duong 
Jennifer Dents 1-tafterman 
Patrick Christopher Lazzaretu 
lan Dean Nguyen 
Sarah E. Reimer 
Si iMMA (UN LAUDE 
Carlo Geronimo Que Villongco 
.ihelor of Science 
Christine Jo- Ping Cheng 
Ann K. Diep 
MU NA 11PM LA!JDIi 
Emmanuel Mbunya Nkeze 
Donna Jean Troyer 
Bachelor of Science in Biochemistry 
Angela Lynn Gibson 
Kori Kolodztejczak 
John Alexander Lee 
1151 IAIPDII 
Harold M. Storey 
Tonya Michelle Sweezer 
Come Linn Takahashj 1CM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Science in Biology 
Dennis Blanco Agabao 
Deryll Ulep Ambrocio (UN LAUE1E 
Cherille yea Balbin 
Joanne Michelle Balintona (UN LAUriE 
Marc Eric Brackertz 
(UN LAUDE 
I-lieu T. Campus CJM LAUriE 
Alexis Dacanay Cubelo 
Anthony John De Natale 
Ryan Michael Garvey 
Jeffrey D. Goldy 
((iN L4UDE 
Joshua Aaron Harding 
(IJM iJiLJD€ 
Andrew Keith Haydock 
Theresa Marie Jack CLM LAUDE 
Dat-in Lee Kindricic 
Vanseatha Ky 
Maj-Bnu Cerqueira iJeweUyn 
Tracy Joy Luni 
Celito Lyn Aguada Matias 
Mary Lou Julian Pasion 
Joel Ernest Punzal 
Marijane Ermitanio Ramos 
Shannon Kathleen Roach 
Mark Alan Schutz 
Mark Ryan Stottlemyre 
MAciSA CUM LAUriE 
Kurt Randall Swanson 
Amber Laurel Taylor 
Ryan Karl Tuatoo 
Kim Jonathan Waarv -ick MAGNA (UN LAUriE 
Bachelor of Science in Chemistry 
Pierre 0. Bounpaseuth 
Mario Luis Guerra 
Jennifer Marie McHugh 
Lisa Ngoc Nguyen 
SUNMA (UN LAUriE 
Bachelor of Science in Civil 
Engineering 
Jonathan Floresca Batara 
Florendo Macabeo Cabudol Jr 
Kit Chuan Chan 
Po-Fisiang Chang 
Christopher Seth Duvall 
Thomas Scott Earl 
MAiINA (UN LAUriE 
John Kevin Harmsen 
David Dat Huang 
Keith Bryon Hume 
MAGNA (UN LWDE 
Loren P. Jennings 
Bryce Ross Jones 
Keith N. Kruger 
Michael S. La Vielle 
Pierre Rejean LaRochelle 
Nandez Miller 
David J Murphy 
Phi N. Nguyen 
Brenda Sue O'Neill 
Michael Franada Panlasigui 
Siacey Lee Rush 
Grizelda Mananna Sari-ia 
Karl Lee Thierbach 
Sabry Steve Tozin 
Toni E. Turner 
Arthur Andrew Will 
Shawn Anthony Williams SUMMA (LISA LAUDE 
John Christopher Wilson 
Bachelor of Science in Computer 
Science 
Dana M. Borgmann 
David Michael Brownell 
Alex Bo Ki Cheng 
Danny Chou 
Justin S. Cole 
Tuan Hoang Dinh 
Leyla Ghassemi 
Joseph Anthony Giannini 
Jennifer Denise l-lalterman CUM LALPL)E 
Ian N. Hergert 
Robert L. Mobbs 
Hoang Nguyen 
Lan Dean Nguyen 
Neil David Olson 
Alan Dean Papen (UN LAUriE 
Anthony Terence Patterson NA6NA (UN LAUriE 
Jesse Lee Rice SUMMA (tiM LAUriE 
Carmen Sarro 
Jackson Ming-Yi Shth 
Donna Louise Smith 
Carlo Geronimo Que Villongco 
Bachelor of Science in Diagnostic 
Ultrasound 
Elizabeth Mary Anderson 
Christopher Daniel Ashton 
Irma Askerova 
Jamie Ann Baertschiger -
Farzaneh Bakhshandeh 
Mary Margaret Bowmer 
Rebecca Ann Brickson - 
Karen Kanlu Costa (UN LAUriE 
Rebecca F Elijah 
Jeffrey Lee Gerig 
Katie P Grannen 
Catherine Mane Hogan 
Judith C. Howard 
Connne Keiko Ito MAL.,NA (UN LAUriE 
Kristen MarIo Kibble 
Danelle Kristin Larsen 
Jessica D. Schmidt 
Amy Elizabeth Wirta-Moon 
Nikki Lynn Yasutake 
Lynette Zoepfl 
Bachelor of Science in Electrical 
Engineering 
Sukhjot Singh Basi -. 
Elisabeth Ann Boyd 
Anthony M. Cavagnaro 
Edwin Gunn Chang 
Gary Chen 
MAIINA (UN AUDE 
Mathew Vincent Davis 
Chris M. DeForeest SLJMMA (CM tJiDE 
Melissa Anicka Degen 
MAciSA (UN LAUrIE 
Avery Devin DeMarr 
Jared Daniel Ellerbrock 
MAGNA CUM LAUrIE 
Khalid Ali Falemban 
Eric John Fredrickson 
MAGNA (UN lAUriE 
Brandon D. Ha 
Nicholas Lawrence Harris 
(UN LAUDE 
Shannon T. lnkpen 
Bjorn E.B. Jansson 
MAciSA CUM LAUrIE 
Vadim Long 
Anna Liza Lazaro Mariano 
Robert tan Oliver 
Ageel Saleh Shaheen 
MACNA CUM LAUrIE 
Charles Snader 
Michael J.M. Stark Ill 
Philip Harold Stewart Jr. 
Arnanda Stephanie Tratar MACNA (UN LAUrIE 
Tri Quoc Trinh 
Rachel Rose Viets - 
SiJMMA (tiN LAUrIE 
Audrey C. Willyounard 
Bachelor of Science in General Science 
Rogelina Valenzuela Ancheta 
Frederick A. Andrew II 
Nicole Montez Beauchan 
Arguinzoni-Gil 
Julio Cesar Bayona 
David Omar Bretney 
Karen Byrne 
Michelle Sue Diego 
Nengsih C. Djafar 
Stephanie Matia Estrella 
Emma Victoria S. Gavino 
Cynthia Jonelle Givogre 
Curtis William Hoesing 
Andrew James Phillips Hudson - 
Richard Hojo Kawahara 
Teme A. Miles-Krartjcevich 
CarolJ. Lee 
Melinda Ferrer Mangonon 
Donna Mae A]bulanto Mascannas 
Heather T-amu MUSS 
Clinton Mamoru Otsuka 
Rachel Lorenzo Pastor 
Paula Pedersen 
Ly T. Phan 
Robert Patrick Schmidt 
Scott P Smith 
Noelani Bernardo Sonano 
(UN LAUrIE 
Halleh Sue Stickels 
Rebecca Lynn Stoner 
Tom Tran 
Samuel Mfon Udom 
Joseph Scott Van Mieghem MACNA CULl LAUrIE 
Shauna Christine Yusko 
Bachelor of Scsi 
Trent Dale Dotson (UN LAL'DE 
Bachelor of Scieii1 n Mu1hAipu11 
Engineering 
Foad Aboulbaghaei 
Dakheel Abdullah Al-Dakheel 
Nezar A. Al-Mutawa 
Khalid Y. Al-Muzaini 
Thomas Lyle Anderson 
Stephen John Brooks 
Tmii Gigio del Rosario 
Russell C. DeVlieg 
CUM LAUrIE 
Hani A. Ibraheern 
(UN LAUrIE 
Mark Pfluger Lamprechi 
MAciSA (UN LAUriE 
Joe Wei-Kung Liu 
Zachary Aaron Nelson 
Stephan Anthony Olsen 
Corey Nathan Short 
(CM LAUrIE 
Bill L. 'West 
Erich Wiener 
Bachelor of Sppou p ii,. 
Technology 
Regie Javier Castro 
Jeanetce Gimoiiu Ferrer 
Paul Joseph Hanken 
Eugene Timothy Horn 
Bachelor of Science in Physirs 
Manuel R.eza Ferndinandus 
Christian Royal Moses 
Gwynn Robbins 
SI 
MATTE0 	 L~LLLGE 
MATTEO RICCI  
COLLEGE AWARD I 	 arded to the student or 
FOR EXCELLENCE 
Jesse Lee Rice 
	
ollege ideal; one who marvels at the wealth of human experience, Ct Woll = 
Chris M. DeForeest 	 it its meaning; is open to diverse explanations, yet demands critical reflecti 
knowledges any truth, yet questions its value and relevance; serves the hiti 
IrinuinIlv vet a5k9 whether its values accrd with thc I oniinuine rivelill 
. 
Bcheior of rts i n Humanmes 
Colleen Madeleine Axley 
Benjamin Miller Brannen 
ha L. Brotherton - 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Jodi E. Camus 
MACNA CUM LALIDE 
Brian John Deakins 
CMMA CUM LAUDE 
Chris M. DeForeest 
1'MMACUM LAUDE 
Michelle Sue Diego 
Juhe Lauren Dowd 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Manuel Reza Ferdinandus 
Ernest Brinley Ferrell 
Stacie Maureen Frisino 
Emma Victona S. Gavino 
Chnsiine Monique Halpin 
Aubry Ann Hemandez 
Adriana Marie Janovich 
CUM LADE 
Patrick Christopher Lazzaretu 
John Alexander Lee 
(CM (AUDi 
Christopher M. Lui 
Julian Victor Mansanarez LI 
Byron P Marks 
Tienney Kathleen-Mane Milnor 
Ryan Thomas Monahan 
Maria Linette 0. Palafox 
Jesse Lee Rice 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Laura Kay Robinson 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Scott Michael Sander 
Emily Grace Sherwood 
Robert M. Sokol 
Shen T. Sparks 
Jennifer Lee Sullivan 
Raymund Jose Pangihnan Tancoco 
CUM LAUDE 
Annaliza May Estabillo Torres 
Jennifer Pascua Umagat 
MACNA CUM IAUDE 
Anthony Robert Vafluzzo 
Rachel Rose Viets 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Joseph T. Walter 
Eileen Theresa West 
Erich Wiener 
Kimberly Mane Wright 
Christopher Dennis Young 
998 
0 
ALBERS SCHOOL OF BUSINES 
PAUL A. VOLPE AWARD 
David Brent Flynn 	 •,.\.iIULj 	 tI ic 
	 Ciliol Ili iii .\ircr 	 iI 01 	 iiic 
.ind Economics. Selection is based on academic excellence and contributions to 
the school, the university, and the community. The award is in memory of Paul 
A. Volpe, dean of the School of Business from its inception in 1945 until 1961 
C 
Bachelor of Arts in Business 
Administration 
Michelle Lee V. Aben 
Lily Amoguts Acierto 
Mark Frederick Aistrope 
CUM LAUDE 
Mishari A. Al-DakIul 
Mohammad Al-Harbi 
Fatsal Abdulaziz Al-Hudaithy 
Yousif Sami Al-Ibrahim 
Obaid Hamad Al-Mansoun 
CUM hOOF 
Mohammed All A]-Radwan 
Hamad Musaed Al-Sayer 
Ghanem Sager Aighanem 
Herman Alianto 
Abdullab M. AlJarralah 
Majed Mohammad S. Aljaralah 
Men S. Altinbasak 
Jeremy Hokulani Ancheta 
Benton William Anderson 
Lesley Denise Ankeny 
MAGMA GUM LAUDE 
Miranda Royann Armstrong 
Michael L. Ashe 
Colleen Madeleine Axley - 
Johnny Alexander Baginley, Jr. 
Jeffrey Scott Baker 
Bnan Dehn Baidridge 
MACNA CLIM LAFJOF 
jose Francisco Barbosa 
Karen Louise Bayuga 
Michael Adnano Bid 
CUM LAUDE 
Cheryl D. Blaylock 
Josh D. Boender 
Greg Matthew Brown 
lan Brown 
Renee Bumette 
Aaron S. Byers 
Jodi E. Camus 
MAGMA CUM LAUDE 
Crystal Dawn Carter 
Sean Gaelic Cassidy 







Edwin Shimada Chen 
Jason Chen 
Chia-Hui Chen 
Wilson Cheng-Hsien Chen 
Ins Wai Ming Cheng 
Andre E. Chernih 
Christopher Mun Git Cheung 
Paveena Chewananth 
GUM LAUDE 
Yu-Wei Ivy Chiarig 
Wida Chitraningsih 
Heather RoseAnn Cole 
Michael James Colgan 
James Donovan Collins 
Katherine M. Culver 
CUM t.AUDE 
Thomas Louis Dancs 
Rajeev Daswani 
Brent C. DePaoli 
Debby Susanti Dermawan 
Thao P Doan 
Jeffrey Scott Duncan 
Elaine Esther Alcid Edralin 
Christian David Eide 
Bruce C. Eldredge 
Donna Lee Eng 
Dustin William Bryce Engel 
Katherine Mareena Fabel 
Allen James Faulkner 
CUM LAUDE 
Dan Nicola Fiorito III 
GUM LAUDE 
Damian Joseph Fischer 
David Brent Flynn 
5FMMA CON LAUDE 
Olivia Wat Ming Foo 
Georgeine Ann Frederick 
Robert Lyder Grannum 
MAGMA GUM LAUDE 
Nicole Kelly Greenlay 
Indrawati Gunadi 
Edwin Sugiarto Gunawan 
Bridget Erin Gustafson 
Dolly Ferranica Hanafi 
Siefanus Arief Chrisnamurti 
Hardjanto 
Talal Jafar 1-lasan 
Faith Hawkins 
Oradee Hemmtranont 
Johanna G Henostroza 
James Canda Hidalgo 
Joseph Todd Higgins 
Laura Jean Hill 
Dawna L. Holley 
Earnest Terell Hollins 
Kathrynn Hollis-Buchanan 
Gudrun Holvik 
Enk Chnstian Honan- 
Sean M. Honda 
Henri Honons 
Marcie Ann Hoskinson 
Quyen Le l-Iua 
Chen-Yu Huang 
Thomas William Huff 




MAGMA (GM 1AUDE 
Manna by 
Sandy Irawan 
Dianne Wheeler Irwin 
Ambareen Fatima Jaddi 
Michel Nabil Jammal 
Margaret Rene Jeffrey 
Robert Auman Jobe 
Bernice Lenora Johnson 
CON LAUDE 
Eleonore Suzette M. Johnson 
MAGMA cUll LAUDE 
Michael A. Jones 
Sara Elizabeth Jorve 
GUM LAUDE 
Megan Ann Joyce 
Vanina Jusuf 
Von Benjamin Kalanquin 
Debby Kartika 
Melissa May Ket 
Masood M. Khoun 
Joseph Shin Shok Kim - 
Corwin James Kipp 
Albert Kostanich- 
Tura Kovara- 




Matthew Lawrence LaCombe 
MACNA (ElM LMIi)F. 
Elizabeth D. LaMoreaux 
MAGMA GIll LAUDE 
Connie Kam-Yi Lau 
GUM LALIO& 
Kenny Kai-Tai Lau 
Michael Paul LaVie-- 
Hsin-Yi Lee 
Seng Ngit Leong 
Feliya Lesmana 
Ka-Wo (Telly) Leung 
Jennifer Mary Levesque 
Ping Li 
MACNA GUN LAUDE 
Jessie Yaling Un 
Jin Un 
MOMMA CON l.AUDE 
Eric Wade Liner 
Susan Shu-Wei Liu 
Heather Ann Uukkonen 
Bridget Irene Lobo 
R. Ken Loder 
Aaron Matthew Villagomez 
Loerzcl 
Liliana Lugiana 
Scott S. Manivong 
Julian Victor Mansanerez II 
Lena Manawatie 
Lindbergh Odi Matillano 
Udin Matio 
Steven Paul Matsumoto 
John B. Maynard 
Jason I. McGill 
MACNA GUM LAIJDE 
Kayleen Patrice McGinley 
Stuart Frank McTaggars 
Trinity June Menwood 
Cornell Polyana Miller 
Richard William Miller 




Matthew Curtis Muld 
Paul Thai Murphy 
Evangeline A. Mutia 
Todd Makoto Nacapuy-
Jemmy Nahawi 
Jamie Shizue Nakagawa 
Ii. N LAUDI- 
Stacie Ann Nakamoto 
Maijorie Ann V. Neri 
Frank New Ill - 
David Jon Newman 
Kit Ying Ng-
Tinh Khac Ngo 
Ann Thi Nguyen 
SONAtA tIM LAPi)E 
Quoc Anh Nguyen 
Tuan K. Nguyen 
Kunihiko Noda 
Kevin Ishiki Nuqui 
Yasuo Oda 
Sara L. O'Dell-White 
Juliana Oei 
James Hidetoshi Okuhama 
Reid Keiji Okumura 
Joseph Douglas Olson 
Michelle Renc Olson 
Michelle Eugenia Ord 
Erward Osckar 
GUM LAUDE 
Gregory Lee Oylear 
Samantha Pate 
Verlyn Jose Porras Perez 
Michael Raymond Peterson 
Thanh-Thuy Pham 
Jeslyn Wai Ling Phang 
Kellie Lynn Phillips 
Pawel Piotr Ptetrzak 
Laurene Ann Poythress 
Sze Man Pun 
Rowsahnd Purnomo 
GUM IAUIDA 
Caecilia Andanasan Rahardja 
MAGMA GUM IAUOE 
Leigh Anne Raschkow 
SUMMA C.LJM LALIDI- - 
Kathleen Adele Read 
MAGMA GUM [ALlOt 
Kami Beth Reichi 
GUM LAUDE 
Kayla Elisabeth Resnicov 
Mark Glen Rhonemus 
Jennifer L. Riccardi 
MACNA GUM LAIJEIF 
Laura Kay Robinson 
MAGMA (UN LAUDE 
Heather Marie Rodgers 
Allen Alberto Rodriguez C. 
Kristie Alana RozelI-Patrick 
Michael Alexander Rush 
Nabeel Al-Raqtan Saad 
John Dean Salamanca 
Pauhina Sarendatu 
Makoto Sato 
Wee Ne Seow 
Antony Setiawan- 
Cynthia Seiiawan 
Melanie Michelle ShH 
Edwin Rick Shigihar 
S 





Triwiryono T. Sianandar 
larnet 
\i 'iS CUM LAIJOS 
Mary Pauline Smith 
M 1.5005 
Stephen Frank Smith 
Kenneth K.M. Soo 
Karen Lee Specht 
Rulan Valerievjch Startsev 
"Iiiwna Marie Stine 
tou-Zu Su 
lired Sugianto 








StAGNA LAM iAI'DE 
LL G. Tan 
M LAIJI* 
Queenie T. Tan 
Mai Juliana Tanaka 
Rayrnund Jose Pariglinan Tancioco - 
1 LIM iAiPDF 
Kin Wa Alan Tang 
Sara Kiyomi Teraoka 
Kimberly Sue Terhaar 
Shannon Lee Terlape 
Linda L. Thousand 
'i.MMA CL M LAUDI 
Marlina Tpokro 
Maureen Tjokro 
Ka leng Tong 
Geraldine Rodnguc: !rc'. 
Jennifer Marie Tourl!Iiil 
Ci SI LSVDE 
Ryan Charles Tuininga 
Jennifer Pascua I 
1.55 'iS CUM LAUDI 
I Icith L. Vanderijan 
\is id Veiseh 
"\..c
aniisi Akida VcIi'iijiic: 
ig J. Vitelli 
 Alise \&gel 
Alicia \ieiIc VS1 \ - li - 
Michael Wagner 
Mei-l-Iua Wang 
Nathan Joseph Wannaras hus 
Scott Chnstopher Warci 
Michael Kean Wen' 
Erwin Hadi Wijanro 
David Johnathan Wi I kes 
Jamie Michelle Wilson 
MAGMA LS.M LAL (IF 
Stanley T. Wilson 
MAGNA CUM LSLDE 
Gwendoline Amancla \\ mini 
Christian Dana Wong 




Choon Hong Yap 
Christopher Dennis 't sung 
Jaewoong Yun 
Andebrhan Tsegay Zigia 
Bachelor of Arts in Econoroics  
Robert Glen Bates 
Philip James Covello 
Michelle Kay Egerdah I 
MAL,NA CLM LIDS 
Ridzal 1-lashim 
Cohn Richard l-Iasung 
Wesley Brian Parr 
Steven Alan Stapleton 
MAGMA CIM LALPDE 
Lars Magnus Svensson 
Anthony Robert Vallu:' 
Rs nalil joScpjj \Vi liii 'ion 
1998 
UNIVERSIT0\7ERNANCE 
8o,id of lstocss 
John Ellis 
Chior 
Chairman (mt), Ptnget Sound Energy 
James D. Dwyer 
V'icc Chair 




Stephen V Sundborg, Si 
Es Officio 
President, Seattle Unnre rutty 
Board of Regents 
Carolyn S. Kelley 
Chair 
General Manager, Seattle Times 
Gordon A. McHenry, Jr. 
Vice Chair 
Director. Airline Industry Analysis Group, 
The Boeing Company 
Stephen V. Sundborg, SJ 
Es Officio 
Prrsideni, Seattle University 
WilliamJ. Sullivan, SJ 
Er Officio 
Chancrllor. Seattle University 
Patrick Mahoney 
Ex Officio,  Alumni Board of Gorienors 
Admtnfstrator/CEO, AJJi hated Health Services 
James]. Dykeman 
Er Officio. President's Chili 




President, ASSU, Seattle Unwersity 
Gregg Alex 
Director, Mutt Talbot Day Center 
Patrick Brady 
Major General Ret., IfS Array, Citizens Flag 
Alliance. Sumner, WA 
Robert M. Braukus 
Ceneial Manager. Puget Sound Energs Kent, WA 
Genevieve Albers 
Seattle, Washington 
Gerald Cobb, Si 
Associate Professor of Enghsh, Seattle University 
John D. Durbin 
Olympic Capital Partners 
Theodore]. Collins 
We President, General Cowisd, 
The Boeing Company 
Peter B. Ely, 5] 
Adjunct Professor, School of Theology 
and Ministry. Seattle University 
Julia L. Calhoun 
Owner. Laurel Gifts 
Terrence A. Carroll 
Arbiter. Judicial Dispute Resolution 
Paul T. Chiles 
President. Chilrs & Company, Inc. 
Martha C. Choe 
(otsncil Member, Seattle City Council 
Dennis]. Colleran 
Senior VP Finance/CEO. Agnipac, Inc Salem, OR 
Robert Craves 
Sensor Vice President. Membership and 
Marhetiny0 Costco Wholesale 
Joseph R. Curtis 
Emeritus. Bainbridge Island. WA 
Ralph M. Davis 
Emeritus, &llevue, WA 
Michael E. Dennehy 
Senior Vice President. Prudential Securities. Inc 
Anne V. Farrell 
President, The Seattle Foundation 
Theresa M. Gallant 
Auction Coo ,dinator, Holy blames Academy 
James F Hennot 
Aotorney, (fi Counsel, Eisenhower & Carlurn 
Tacoma, WA 
Patrick M. Fahey 
Chairman, President and CEO, 
Pacific Northwest Batik 
Joseph M. Gaffney 
Attorney at Law, Foster Pepper & Shtefrlmaii 
John C. Getzelman 
President and CEO, Community Bank 
Steven W. Rooper 
President, Teledestc 
Rhoady Lee Jr. 
La,lieside Industries 
John A. McMillan 
Co 'chat rman, Nordstrom 
Walter T. Hubbard, Jr. 
Administrative Director. Odessa Brown 
Children's Clinic 
Dianne W. Irwin 
Auction Coordinator, ODea High School 
David F Jones 
Harvey Jones Co. Fnday Harbor WA 
Hon. Richard A. Jones 
Sttpenor Court Judge. King County Court 
Kenyon P Kellogg 
Attorney. Lane. t'invell. Spears & Lubershy 
M. Colleen Kinerk 
Attorney. Cable, Langenbach. Henry Wo,tlmint & 
Kinerk 
Rhoady Lee, Sr. 
Emeritus, Scottsdale, A2 
Dorothy Lynch 
Seabeck. WA 
P Gerry Maurer 
Agent. Northwest Mutual life Insurance 
Randy Massengale 
Diversity Manager. Mis rosofi Corporation 
Lawrence H. McDonald 
President & CEO. Seattle Coffee Holdings, Inc 
Michael M. McHugh 
Pmprietar. Hick McHughh Rttawants  
Charles H. Mitchell 
President, Seattle Central Community College 
Robert D. O'Brien 
Seattle, WA 
Dennis R. Parnell, SJ 
Professor of Biology, UnisersUy of Santa Clara 
James C. Pigott 
Pirsiden& M R & S 
Judith M. Runstad 
Managing Dtrrctor Foster Pepper & SItefel man 
Dorene M. McTigue 
Owner, Poghacci Corporation 
Jody MullaUy 
Seattle, WA 
Dan W. Murphy 
President, Central Poe-Mix Cans rose. 
Spohünc. WA 
Stephen F Norman 
P,rstdeni, BMW Seattle 
Pat B. O'Leary, SJ 
Assistant to the Pri'sidentoi Jesuit tdentity, 
Seattle University 
Joseph Pehanick 
President, Easi Bay Tire Company. Fairfield, CA 
Robert A. Ratliffe 
Vise President, Eagle River, Inc. 
Charles F. Riley 
Executive Vice Presl dent. U.S Bank 
Thomas W Roach 
Attorney, Roach Law Offices, PS., Pasco, WA 
Stuart T. Rolfe 
Chairman of the BsrornJiCEO. 
Space Needle Corporation 
Mary Ann Sauvage 
Seattle, WA 
Michael J. Schreck 
Me,yer Island, WA  
James D. Sinegal, 
President and CEO. Caster Wholesale 
Robert J. Spitzer, SJ 
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